
JTYS Coaching Requirements, Responsibilities and Etiquette

1. Players must be dressed for soccer. Soccer and only soccer cleats must be

worn, Shin guards must be worn at practices and games and must be worn

under the player’s socks. Shin guards need to be covered completely! Zero

Exceptions.

2. No Bullying of any kind from any Player, Coach or Parent. If players or

parents are seen bullying, yelling, or speaking in a demeaning manner, it

should be reported to the club immediately. Same goes for coaches. If it is

found that a coach is acting in such a manner it could result in the removal

of the coach.

3. Respect All JTYS and Penn Forest Park Property. This includes the fields,

goals, ball bags/equipment, benches etc...

4. No Player from a different age group can be invited to practice, play, or

scrimmage with another team outside of that child’s age group. This for

Insurance and Player safety reasons. This would need to be with board

approval and proper paperwork in place prior. This could result in the

removal of the coach.

5. No Games, Practices or Scrimmages with outside Clubs are allowed, other

than the preset schedule, unless the Board approves it, This could result in

the removal of the coach.

6. At no time can a coach have help from a parent, guardian, sibling,

grandparent, or anyone else unless that person has the proper background

checks and clearances turned in and is approved by the board. At no time

can anyone without clearances be on the field and or player sideline,

absolutely no exception! This could result in the removal of the coach.

7. Any Game or Practice that needs to be cancelled or rescheduled needs to

be brought to the Boards Attention Prior! Ref’s and opposing teams/clubs

need to be notified for game cancelation. Practice schedules are finalized

with the Board. If you reschedule without the Boards knowledge, you may

not have a field to use.
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